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Recentrecentlylyt fattaninalito chiefs cowcoo
ferenceferencfference joinedthealaskajoined the alaska native
Cocoalitionaliton and was given a seat on the
coalitions executive board

this development is important not
only for the TCC region butbilt also for
the entire native effort on 1991 to-
day on behalf of TCC I1 participate
on both the APNAFN 1991 steering com-
mittee and the ANC executive borad

we at TCC feel this is possible and
desirable because of the strong con-
sensuscensussensus between AFN and ANC on the
1991 issueassuessue which emerged out of the
last AFN convention

last year tribal and corporate in-
terests within the native community
split over 1991 which weakened the
overall native position before con-
gress and resulted in a bill which the
native people were forced to reject at
the last AFN convention

positive things came out of that
split as the various tribal and cor-
porate native leaders came together
each realizing the need for native uni

tanana chiefs conference inc

OPINIONDPINION
ty and consensus we knew we need-
ed that consensus if we were to obtain
a bill affording the widest possible op-
tions for native people to deal with the
1991 bill addressing the economecononeconomicdc and
social needs for all of the native
regions and representing all the
alaskan native people

while we realize that thehe alaska
US senators ted stevens and frank
murkowski disagree with several
points in the AFNANCAFN ANC proposals
AFNANCAFN ANC asked the senators to in-
troduce the bill by request in order
to allow active consideration of the
native proposal by congress

As stated by sen murkowski at the
may 19 hearing on 1991 in
washington DC the alaska
senators refused AFNANCsAFN ANCs request
because they felt it would confuse the
issues

in the past the senators promised

the AFN convention they would sup-
port any proposal which represented
a unified native consensus now that
the AFN and ANC have developed
that consensus the senators are try-
ing to renege on their promise by de
nying that a consensus exists

at the may 19 hearing senator
murkowski attempted to create the imim-
pression that there was still a split in
the native community on 1991 As
natives we can be proud of janie
leask of AFN and john borbridge of
ANC who demonstrated a firm com-
mitment to maintain native unity when
they clarified for the record that there
isis a native consensus on 1991 and it

isis expressedpressed inin the AFNANCAFN ANC consenbonsen
sus proposal

moreover wowe can be proud ofcook
inlet Regiregionorf inc and the bristol bay
native corp while their corporate
needs are met by the stevens and

murkowski bill they voiced support
for the inclusion of the AFNANCAFN ANC
proposals in the 1991 bill

TCC has supported and will con-
tinue to support legislation which
meets the needs of its native
shareholders in all the regions and
allows the native people the ability to
select their own future from the widest
possible number of options that is
true native self determination
whether expressed through corporate
or tribal entities

we urge that all regions continue in
support of the AFNANCAFN ANC consensus
proposal and hold firm in our resolve
to insure self determination for all
alaska native people so long as we
continue to express a unified native
position those people who wish to
divide us will fail

sens stevens and murkowski can-
not mislead other senators into believ-
ing that a native consensus does not
exist so long as we work together to
accomodateaccommodate our mutual needs and con-
tinue to voice our unified support for
hethe ANFANCANF ANC proposal

if any of us fail in this effort a 1991

bill cannot pass and we will all fail


